YS-B501 SPA Deluxe Overall Functional Capsule

Functions Description
Ozone Sterilize:
Full automatic ozone sterilization provides safety guarantee for each user
Massage Bed:
Back vibration massage can remove tiredness and relaxing.
Far Infrared Ray:
Far infrared wave directly stimulates deep layer of the quickening, fat burning to reach the
effect of weight loosing and body figuring .
Needlebath:
Jet water columns massage every corner of your body, clean your skin and make it more
elastic. Fixed point, local shower or full-body circulation shower could be selected according to
your own requirement.
Cool Breeze For Face:
Cool breeze is directly blown to your face to reduce its temperature, keeping your head in a
cool and fresh environment at any time.

Medicated & Aromatherapy Bath:
For all kinds of skin problems, detoxing ,Anti-aging and lose weight .
Photon Therapy:
Four kinds of color lights, red, yellow, blue and green, provide stress relief and skin improving
functions for human body both medically and physically.
Music Therapy:
Specialized SPA music makes you enjoy the beautiful music and achieve the wonderful effect
of whitening and body slimming at the same time.

Control Pannel

(1) DVD Music Switch Key

(9) Spray Switch key

(2) Temperature Switch key

(10) Light Wave Switch Key

(3) Temperature “up”Key

(11) Hot Wind Switch Key

(4) Temperature “down”Key

(12) Ozone Switch Key

(5) LCD screen

(13) Power Switch key

(6) Time “Down”Key

(14) Phototherapy Switch Key

(7) Time “Up”Key

(15) Background light Switch Key

(8) Time Switch key

(16) Steam Switch Key

Usage Description
1. Power Switch key
To connect the power supply, the red indicator light is on , this spa capsule is on standby, press
the Power Switch key (13), the LCD screen will light , show the real-time temperature in the
corner. Press the Power Switch key (13) again ,shut off the power and close all functions.
2. Steam Function
Press the Steam Switch Key (16) (note: if the light-wave function was opening before, it will be
closed automatically this time ) ,the blue indicator light is on, there is a steam symbol”
” on
the display, after 3-5 minutes, the steam entrance will spray steam, press (16) again ,the
steam is closed.
Note: If the blue indicator light is flickering constantly, it means that lack of water, please check
the water valve is opening or not .
1. temperature setting: startup screen is displayed real-time temperature of the upper
right corner, and with steam generated as the temperature kept going up, press (2)
Temperature Switch key, and then press (3), (4) Temperature “up” Key and “down” key
to adjust the capsule temperature, when the capsule temperature rise to the set
temperature will stop, a temperature display symbols “ in the flashing. when the
capsule temperature dropped to 2℃ lower than the set temperature, begin to work
again, repeated constant work to maintain capsule temperature. Set the maximum
temperature 70℃,the lowest 35℃,the local system default 45℃.
2. time setting: press (8) time switch key, display the upper left corner show the time
symbol “ ”，then press (6), (7)time “up” key and “down” key, adjust the time of the
steam time close.(Note:30 minutes from the machine defaults to regulate, but dose not
including 30 minutes). When the time setting, the machine starts counting down the
work, time to “00”to close the steam function, the time symbol“ ”out accordingly. if
you want to start again, you must re-press the Steam Switch Key (16). the system’s
maximum setting time is 99minutes, the shortest is 1 minutes. If there is no set time
after boot, the machine time function does not work. if the display shows no signs of
time“ ”,the steam is not limited by time, can infinite work.
3. this machine has a water auto-protection function. not guarantee normal water supply,
water level detection system detects no water or the boot can not meet the minimum
water level, this will automatically stop the power supply to the heating wire, steam
stop working, the steam emission display symbols“
”out accordingly. under the
Steam Switch Key (16) constantly flashing blue light, after three minutes, the blue light
goes up, the machine will automatically complete closure of the steam function, while
the other functions will work properly.
3. Ozone Sterilize Function
Press the key ⑿ start disinfection ozone function, the button under the blue indicator lights,
display a corresponding "O3" sign displayed, press again close the disinfection function.

4. Phototherapy function
Press the function key ⒁ start light therapy light lamp, the light blue button under the light,
the screen has a corresponding “

” symbol display, press again closed light therapy feature.

5. Background Light Function
Press the Background light Switch Key⒂ start background lights, blue lights under the buttons
light up, but no information display screen, press again turns off the backlight
6. Hot Wind Function
Press the function key ⑾ start hot air fan, the button under the blue lights lit, the screen has a
corresponding “

” symbols displayed, once again press the close hot air fan.

7. Spray Function
Press the Spray Switch key

first time you open the nozzle, press the second time to open

the nozzle, press the third to open under the nozzle, press the fourth cycle of shower nozzle
automatically, press the function of the fifth turn off spray.
8. Light Wave Function
press the light wave switch key(10) to start the light power(note: if the steam function opening
before will automatically turn off the steam function) The button under the blue light lit, but no
information is displayed on the screen, again press the shut down light feature.
9. DVD Music Function
Press DVD Music Switch Key(1) start DVD, press again the power turn off DVD.
This feature is only connected to DVD with the power, the specific instructions detailed of DVD
should reference to the DVD its own operational.
10. Bubble Bath Function and Surfing Bath Function
put the cold water or hat water into the bath, left air switch of bathtub is surfing function and
right is the bubble bath function
Note: When operating two functions, the bath must have water, the depth of 3cm below the
steam boxed is standard.

Installation Description

1. The connector of the water inlet pipe that is arranged at the back of this product is
connected onto the tap water valve and then the valve is opened to supply water.
2. The drain pipe is arranged at the bottom of this product and then is connected with the
floor drain or is installed in the drain pipe of the site.
3. The power plug is plugged into the three-pin special socket of AC 220V (50Hz), while
the socket is required to have the electric current of over 15A and the earth wire. The
electric wire is required to be 2.55m ㎡.
Note: Before the water inlet pipe is connected, it is suggested to firstly open the valve of water
inlet pipe and then check the water source whether there is silt, ash and crushed stones. After
the impurities in the water source pipeline are cleared, the water inlet pipe and this product can
be connected and screwed down. It is suggested that a water purifier should be installed.

Cleaning Instruction
1. When cleaning the outer shell, lightly scrub it by wet towel and cleaning agent. It is
prohibited to flush it with water so as to avoid the water from entering into the electrical
appliance and cause short circuit and damage.
2. When cleaning the interior, firstly take out the creeper and foot massager inside the
cabin and then clean them by disinfectant fluid and clean water.
3. In the region with impure water quality, the inner tank of steamer shall be periodically
cleaned within 3 to 6 months by low-level acetic acid or citric acid so as to avoid water
dirt.
4. If this product is not used over a long period, the power source and the water source
shall be closed.

Precautions
1. The old people and children can use this product in the company of the experienced
adult; the patients with heart disease and elevated blood pressure and someone in
poor health or drinking too much should be cautious to use this product.
2. The cabin temperature of this product is up to 69℃. It is suggested that the shutdown
temperature you personally set should not exceed 55℃.
3. When the sterilization function is started, there should be no people in the cabin.
4. When you doubt this machine is broken down, you should not repair it by yourself and
should notify the manufacturer. 。

After-Sale Services
One-year warranty and lifetime service are performed for the product manufactured by
our company, but the following circumstance doesn’t belong to the scope of warranty.
1. The damage is caused by accident or when this product is not installed and used as
required by the operation instruction.
2. The damage is caused as the user personally changes the parts of this product.
3. The damage is caused by all artificial factors and force majeure.

